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---t 	 Federal regulati?s (41 CFR 101-11) require 
that records of continuing value are preserved and that 
records no Longer of current use are disposed of promptly. 
In connection with these regulations, the FBI follows 
Ian active destruction program for obsolete material in 
accordance with the Records Retention Plan established 
by the National Archives and Records Service (MARS). 
Destruction relating to investigative matters generally 
applies for (a) cases in which there was no prosecution, 
(b) perpetrators of violations not developed, and (c) 
investigation revealed allegations were unsubstantiated 
or not within the FBI's jurisdiction. 

Additionally, MARS has provided authority for 
all FBI field offices to destroy investigative matters 
when the case is closed since the field is required to 
forward to FBI Headquarters the originals, duplicates, 
or summarizations of substance of all significant aspects 
of pertinent investigative matters. However, this authority 
has not been completely delegated to the field since they 
have a need to maintain certain files for investigative 
reference. Per this purpose, the field may destroy files 
after they have been closed fort (a) six months in auxiliary 
(or lead) Offices and (b) tan years in Office of Origin 
(controlling offices), 

The FBI, however, is taking great care to insure 
that no files are destroyed that involve litigation or 
matters that would be of interest to a Ckingressional inquiry. 
In accordance with the Rouse Select Committee Qa Assassina-
tions., the FBI's investigation into the assassinations 
of President John F. Kennedy and Dr. Martin Luther -King, Jr. 
would be of prime interest to the Committee. Therefore, 
Ina Headquarters advised all field offices on November 24, 
1976, that all files regarding these matters (even though 
they are duplicated at FBI Headquarters with all pertinent 
and significant data) should not be destroyed. 
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